
ON PARTLY ORDERED FIELDS

D. W. DUBOIS1

1. Introduction. By a partly ordered field we shall mean a commuta-

tive field F containing a nonempty subset P closed under addition

and division. P is called the positive cone and is always closed under

multiplication. If for every x(£F either xGF, — xG-P or x = 0 holds,

then F is ordered (in the familiar sense) or simply ordered. The rela-

tions "x>y," or "y<x" mean that x—y belongs to P.

An algebraic characterization of ordered fields was given by Artin

and Schreier [2] in 1926 and by Reinhold Baer [3] in 1927, namely F

has an ordering if and only if the equation 23a?= — 1 cannot be satis-

fied for ai<E.F, i.e., F is formally real. The proof starts with the fact

that in a formally real field the set of sums of nonzero squares is a

positive cone, as defined above. Artin [l] also showed that this set

consists of all elements which are positive under every possible order-

ing. In the "ordering in the large" or "ordering modulo a null class N"

defined by Baer [3] the set of positive elements is closed under addi-

tion and multiplication, but not under division. A field ordered

modulo the null class N has a simple ordering and N is the set of all

elements infinitesimal relative to a subfield. In 1940, Stone [ó] stated

a theorem characterizing the ring of all continuous real-valued func-

tions on a compact Hausdorff space as a partly ordered ring. This

theorem, especially in the form given by Kadison [4], very much

simplifies our theory of partly ordered fields.

The principal results of this paper establish the structure of a partly

ordered field F satisfying the property (AC): If x + l/n is positive for

« = 1, 2, • • • , then xjäO. We show that the positive cone P of F is

the intersection of a family of positive cones belonging to simple

orderings, i.e., simple cones. The family of orderings is split into equiv-

alence classes and the classes are taken as points of a compact

Hausdorff space; F is the field of quotients of a domain B, where B
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is represented as a ring of continuous real-valued functions on this

space.

Examples of partly ordered fields: (1) Let F be the field K(x) of

rational functions over the field K of all rational numbers, with P

the set of all functions that assume no negative values for real x. F

is (AC). (2) Replace K in example 1 by the field R of all real numbers.

This also gives an (AC) field. (3) Let F = K(x, i) where i2= — 1, and

let K(x) be simply ordered so that x is positive and infinitesimal. Now

let a(x) +ib(x) belong to P if a(x) is positive in K(x) and if b(x)/a(x)

is infinitesimal in K(x). The field is not (AC).

If fp = [Pß] is a family of positive cones in the field F, then ()Pß is a

positive cone. The partial ordering defined by the intersection will

be called the product of the partial orderings defined by the Pß. For

example, the positive cone P given above for K(x) is the intersection

of all possible simple cones, or the partial ordering is the product of

all simple orderings.

Every field of characteristic zero has a partial order defined by

taking the set of positive rationals for P, but for any field other than

the field of rationals, such a partial order is trivial. If F has a positive

cone P, and G is the intersection of all subfields containing P, then

the structure of G determines that of F except for the purely field-

theoretic problem of the extension from G to F. Accordingly we will

be restricted to primitive partial orderings, i.e., those in which no

proper subfield contains the positive cone. The field G above has a

primitive partial order induced by the partial order of F. Even so,

we prove that every field of characteristic zero, except for non-

formally-real algebraic extensions of the rationals, has at least one

primitive partial order.

If — n <x <n holds for some positive integer n, then x is said to be

bounded and the letter B designates the set of all such elements. If

— l/n<x<l/n holds for n = l, 2, 3, • • • , thenx is called infinitesimal

and the set of all such elements is designated by /. As in the case of

an ordered field, B is a ring, / is an ideal in B (but not necessarily a

prime ideal), and B/J satisfies the reality condition: ^x? = 0 implies

all Xi are zero.

2. Structure of the ring B/J. In this section the ring B/J is shown

to have a representation as a ring of real-valued continuous functions

on a compact Hausdorff space. First we list some trivial properties

of a partly ordered field F: F contains the field of rationals in natural

order; F is a partly ordered group under addition; from x>y and

p>0 follows px>py;p>q>0 implies l/q>l/p>Q; if — a<x<a and

— b<y<b then —ab<xy<ab (this follows from the identities
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1 1
ab + xy = - (a - x)(b - y) + - (a + x)(b + y),

¿à Z

1 1
ab — xy = - (a + x)(b — y) -f - (a — x)(ô + y)).

This last property implies that B is a ring and that / is an ideal in B.

The following theorem is less trivial.

Theorem 2A. A necessary and sufficient condition that the partial

order of F be primitive is that F be the field of quotients of B.

Proof. Let F be primitive and let p be an arbitrary positive ele-

ment. It is easy to see that 1/(1+/)) and 1—l/(l+/>) are positive

elements of B so that

p - (1 - 1/(1 + i))/(l/(l + p))

belongs to the field of quotients B' of B. Since F is primitive, and the

field of quotients of B contains every positive element of F, it follows

that 5' = F.
Conversely, let F = B' and suppose PC G where G is a subfield of

F. If x is any element of B then there is a positive integer n with

n—x positive. Hence G contains n — (n— x) =x. Consequently G con-

tains B' = F, so that F is primitive.

It is natural to inquire whether a partly ordered field F may be a

lattice. Answer: If F is a lattice it is simply ordered. For let x be a

nonzero, non-negative element of F, assuming that F is a lattice.

There exist positive elements p and q such that q-\-x is positive, and

p is the least upper bound of x and zero. Set t = p(q+x)/(p-\-q)>0.

Since t — x — q{p— x)/(p-t-q)¡í0, and p is the least upper bound of x

and zero, we have t^p. On the other hand, t^p, since

p-t = p{p- x)/(p + q) ^ 0.

Hence t = p; consequently x = p>0, whence F is simply ordered.

The weaker condition that F be a directed set, i.e., for arbitrary

a and b there is an x such thatx>a, x>b, holds in many partly ordered

fields that are not simply ordered. Equivalent conditions are: every

element is exceeded by at least one positive element; and no proper sub-

ring contains the positive cone. Fields satisfying these conditions are

called strongly primitive.

Now let F be a primitive partly ordered field with positive cone P,

and consider the ring B/J, with elements x, y, etc. If x contains an

element a(£F such that a + l/«>0 holds for every »«=1, 2, • • • ,

then we write "x>0" and use P to denote the set of all such x. If x
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belongs to P and b is any element in x then 6 + l/w>0 holds for

» = 1, 2, • • • . Note that Ö£P; if x, — x both belong toP then x = 0,

and if x+(1/m)>0 for n = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , then * = 0. Also, for every x

there is an integer n such that »—*>0.

The norm of x, written /¿(x) is defined as follows:

n(x) =■ inf {r; — f < * < f},

where r is a positive rational. p(x) satisfies:

(1) p(x)^0;p(x)=0 ii and only if x=0.

(2) m(*)+mG0£m(*+30.
(3) n(x)p(y)^n(xy).
(4) /i(ri) = |r|/i(x), for rational r.

(5) m(1) = 1.
The completion of -B/7 relative to the norm p(x) will be designated

by B*, with elements x', y', ■ ■ • . Let P* be the set of all elements of

B* which are limits of elements of P. Since /¿(f) = \r\ for rational r,

P* contains the positive real numbers. In fact B* is a complete archi-

medean (partly) ordered algebra as defined by Kadison [4] and P*

is an extension of P such that P*P\B/J= P. The theorem of Kadison

[4] (see also Stone [6]) now gives the structure theorem.

Theorem 2.2. B* is isomorphic and isometric with the algebra C(9Tl)

of all real-valued continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space

9H, and P* corresponds biuniquely with the set of non-negative functions

in C(9Tl) ; the metric on C(3TC) is given by the sup norm

||*|| = sup { I x(M) I ; MGSIl}.

The elements of 9TZ are the maximal ideals in B*, and x'dE-B* cor-

responds to the real function x'(M) which assumes for each M the

(unique) real number belonging to the same residue class as x'.

Corollary 1. If F is (A C) then x = 0 holds for xinB if and only if
x(M) is a non-negative function.

Proof. Since J is the null ideal, B/J = B and x-fT/«>0 for

« = 1, 2, ■ • •   implies x = 0. Hence P consists of P(~\B and zero.

Corollary 2. If 2^,*% belongs to J,for x,- in B, then each x¿ belongs

to J.

3. Archimedean conditions. An ordered field is called archimedean

if every element x is less than some integer n = n(x). If the same con-

dition holds in a partly ordered field F we shall say that F is archi-

medean in the strong sense, or (AS).

Theorem 3.1. Let F be (AS). Then F is (AC) and primitive and every
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primitive partly ordered algebraic extension2 F' of F is also (AS).

Proof. Since every element of F can be expressed as the difference

of two positive elements, every additive subgroup of F that contains

P also contains F. Hence F is primitive. If x + l/w>0 holds for

n = 1, 2, • ■ • and if x^O, then there is a positive integer k such that

k + l/x and x + l/k are both positive. Hence x = ¿(x+l/£)/(¿ + l/x)

is positive, so F is (AC).

Let B' be the ring of bounded elements of F'. Then we have

B = FCB'CF. But since F' is algebraic (finite or infinite) over F, B'

is a field which, by primitivity of F', is equal to F'. Hence F' is (AS).

The first two examples of §1 are primitive and (AC), but not (AS).

If F is a primitive (AC) field, the ideal / is null so that B/J = B.

By Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 1 to Theorem 2.2, x2^0 holds for

every x in F. The following is quite analogous to Baer [3, Satz 4].

Lemma. //x2^0 holds for every x in an arbitrary partly ordered field

F, then the partial order is a product of simple orderings.

Proof. Let P' be any positive cone in F containing all squares and

let x 7^0. A polynomial fix) in x with coefficients in P' can be written:

^2piXi = p+qx with p and q in P'. Hence, if/(x)=0, —x = p/q be-

longs to P'. Thus if x is any nonzero element such that neither x nor

—x belongs to P', the set P" of all elements of F which can be ex-

pressed as rational functions in x with coefficients in P' forms a

positive cone that properly contains P'. It follows at once that any

positive cone containing all squares is the intersection of all maximal

positive cones containing it (such cones exist, by Zorn's lemma) and

that each maximal cone gives a simple ordering of F.

The following theorem is a simple consequence of the lemma:

Theorem 3.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that a partial

ordering S of F be primitive and (.4 C) is that S = J\Sa where each Sa

is a simple ordering, such that if x is positive or infinitesimal according

to every S«, then x is positive (by S).

Throughout the rest of the section, F will denote a primitive (AC)

field with positive cone P, and ring B of all bounded elements.

Let S= {5„}aea be the family of all simple orderings whose posi-

tive cones Pa contain P. Some or all of the Sa may be non-archi-

medean. The ring B and ideal / corresponding to Sa are denoted by

Ba and Ja, respectively, and £ff£= {M\ is the family of all maximal

ideals in the ring B*, the completion of B. Sa and M are said to be

2 This is understood to mean that F' preserves the partial order of F.
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associated if Pa contains every element x of B such that x(M)>0.

Two ideals associated with the same ordering Sa are identical. If

5a has an associated ideal it will be denoted by Ma. Each of the follow-

ing conditions is necessary and sufficient that Sa and Ma be associ-

ated: (i) For every x in Bi\Pa, x(Ma) ^0; (ii) If x(Ma) =0 for x in B,

then x£/aWPa. Also, if Sa and Ma are associated then MaC\B

=jar\B.
Two orderings Sa and Sa in S are called equivalent if Ja = Jß,

Ba = Bß and both Sa and Sß induce the same ordering in Ba/Ja

= Bß/Jß. For example, if x is positive and infinitesimal by Si in K(x),

negative and infinitesimal by 52, then Si and S2 are equivalent. How-

ever, we only use the notion of equivalence for orderings of F that be-

long to the family S. Two orderings associated with the same ideal are

equivalent; and if Sa is associated with Ma and Sß is equivalent to

Sa, Sß is also associated with Ma. We say that M is associated with

an equivalence class of orderings if it is associated with any (hence

with each) ordering in the class. The equivalence class containing Sa

is denoted by Sa.

Suppose an element x of F were positive by each 5aG3 where 3

is a subfamily of S containing at least one element of each equivalence

class. Then x is positive. For let Sß be an arbitrary element of S.

There is an ordering Sa in 3, equivalent to Sß, and x is positive ac-

cording to Sa by hypothesis. Hence x is either positive or infinitesimal

according to Sß. Thus x is either positive or infinitesimal by every

ordering in S, so that, by Theorem 3.2, x is positive by every ordering

in S; i.e., x is positive. Thus, the family 3 gives the same partial order

as S.

Lemma 1. Every equivalence class of orderings is associated with a

maximal ideal M.

Proof. For each a, Ba/Ja is order-isomorphic with a subfield of

the field R of all real numbers. For x in B, let x(a) be the real image

of the residue class in Ba containing x. For Sa equivalent to Sß,

x(a)=x(ß) holds for every x. For rational r and arbitrary x in B,

r^x holds in F if and only if r^x(a) holds for every a. Hence the

norm n(x) is equal to sup {| x(a) | ; aE2l}. Let x be any element of

B*. If {xn} is any sequence of elements of B converging to x, then for

each a, {xn(a)} is a convergent sequence of real numbers whose limit

L(x, a) is independent of the choice of sequences converging to x;

moreover, if x belongs also to B, then L(x, ct)=x(a). For arbitrary

x in B*, let x(a) be defined by: x(a) —L(x, a). Now r = x, for real r,

holds in B* if and only if r^x(a) holds for every a, so that ju(x)

= sup {|*(a)|;oG«}.
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For fixed a, the mapping H: x—>x(a) gives a homomorphism of B*

onto the field R, whose kernel is a maximal ideal Ma in B*, with

x(Ma) = x(a). For x in B(~\Pa, we have x(Ma) = x(a) ^0 so that Ma

is associated with Sa, and hence with the equivalence class Sa con-

taining Sa.

Lemma 2. Let Kbe a set of maximal ideals of B*. The following con-

dition is necessary and sufficient that M' be a limit point of 3C (in the

topology of 9TC mentioned in Theorem 2.2): If x(M) ^0 holds for every

x in B and every M in X (except M'), then x(M') SïO.

Proof. Necessity follows from the fact that the functions x(M) are

continuous on 911. Sufficiency is a result of Urysohn's lemma, since B

is dense in B*.

Let am, denote the family of all maximal ideals that are associated

with orderings in S.

Lemma 3. Every M' in 9TC is either a limit point of 9TCS, or a member

of 9TI, and associated with an archimedean ordering.

Proof. Let x be a member of B such that x(M) ja 0 for every M in

3TC» except M'. If M' does not belong to 3ns then x is positive or

infinitesimal by every ordering in S, and therefore positive in F. It

follows that x(M) ^0 holds for every M in 3TL This implies that M'

is a limit point of 9TCS. If M' is associated with Sa, where Sa is non-

archimedean, then x is positive or infinitesimal by every SB in S,

except possibly Sa. But then xy2 is positive or infinitesimal by every

Sß, where y is a nonzero element of Bf~\Ja, so that xy2^0. Hence x is

positive in F so that x(M') ^0 holds. Again M' is a limit point of 3TC8.

Theorem 3.3. 1. B satisfies the condition: (a) If x(M) vanishes on a

nonempty open set then x(M) vanishes identically. II. Conversely, let

C(T) be the ring of all real-valued continuous functions on an arbitrary

compact Hausdorff space T and suppose A is a dense subring of C(T)

satisfying (a) and (ß): If \a(t)/b(t); t(£T, Z>(/)^0} is a bounded set of

reals, then the equation bx = a has a solution xÇ£A. (a and b are assumed

to belong to A.) Then the field A of quotients of A has a primitive (AC)

partial order by which A is the ring of bounded elements, and T is

homeomorphic with the space of maximal ideals in A*.

Proof. I. Suppose x(M) vanishes for every M in the open set g.

If g contains an Ma associated with an archimedean Sa the conclusion

is obvious. If 9 does not contain such an Ma then g contains a limit

point of yd, and hence there is an .MpGg associated with a non-

archimedean Sß. Since Mß is not a limit point of the complement of
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9, there is an element y in B such that $(M)^0 outside g and

y(Mg)<0. It follows that $x2 is non-negative on all of £fll so that

yx2^0. If x were not zero, yx2 would be negative by Sß, since y is.

But this contradicts yx2 = 0. Hence x is zero.

II. Let P* be the set of all non-negative functions in A (except the

zero function) and let P be the set of quotients a/b such that ab be-

longs to P*. The conditions that A be dense in C(T) and (ß) are not

necessary to deduce that P defines an (AC) partial order of A. The

first simply guarantees that the space T is homeomorphic with the

space of maximal ideals in A*, and the second assures that A contains

all bounded elements of A. The condition (a), besides implying that

A is an integral domain, implies that A satisfies the condition that

if a(t) and a(t)b(t) belong to P* then b(t)EP*. From this last fact,

together with the obvious properties that P* is closed under addition

and multiplication and contains all squares in A, and that A satisfies:

na(t)+b(t)GP* for « = 1, 2, • • • implies a(t)Ç_P*, the conclusion

of the converse is readily deduced. The details are omitted.

Let S* designate the family of all equivalence classes in S, with the

class containing Sa denoted by Sa. The L* topology in S* is defined as

follows [x is defined in Lemma 1 ] :

(L*) S a is a limit point of a set 3CC§* if and only if for every xinB,

x(ß) ^0/or every Sß (except Sa) in X implies x(a) =0.

Theorem 3.4. With the topology (L*), S* is homeomorphic with 3TL

Proof. It is already clear that S* is homeomorphic with 911., so

that we have left to show only that 9TCS = 3TC, i.e., that every maximal

ideal is associated with an ordering in S.

Let Mi be an arbitrary element of 9T£. Let Pi be a subset of B de-

fined by: a nonzero element x of B belongs to Pi if there is an open

set g^ (containing Mi) in 311, such that x(M) is non-negative on g».

We have:

(i) Pi is closed under addition and multiplication.

(ii) For every nonzero x, x2£jPi-

(iii) If x and xy belong to Pi, then y belongs to Pi. For both

x(M) and x$(M) are non-negative on % = %xr\%xv. If $(M') <0 holds

for any M' in g then $(M) is negative throughout an open set

g'Cg. But then x(M) must vanish on g', whence, by Theorem 3.2,

x = 0. This contradicts x £Pi so that y (M) is non-negative on g ; hence

yE.Pi.
(iv) If *(Mi)>0, thenxGPi.

(v) Pi contains PC\B.

Properties (i), (ii) and (iii) permit us to define a positive cone P\
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in F as the set of all quotients x/y (x and y in B) for which xy belongs

to Pi. Then by (ii) and the lemma preceding Theorem 3.2, Pi may

be extended to at least one simple cone, which contains P, by (v).

If Pi is any simple extension of Pi, then the ordering corresponding

to Pi belongs to S, and from (iv) is associated with Mi. Thus Mi is

associated with the equivalence class of all simple extensions of Pi.

This completes the proof.

Theorem 3.5. B = flaga Ba.

Proof. It is obvious that B is contained in f)Ba. Let x be any

element not belonging to B. There exists a sequence {ak} such that

x2>k holds by Sak, k = l, 2, • ■ • . The element 1/(1 +x2), which be-

longs to B in any case, consequently has no inverse in B and is there-

fore a member of a maximal ideal Ma associated with an ordering Sa.

It follows that, since 1/(1 +x2) belongs to Ja, 1+x2 is not in Ba.

Hence x is not in Ba, and consequently is not in C\Ba.

According to Krull [S], the intersection of integrally closed do-

mains is integrally closed. Clearly every Ba is integrally closed.

Corollary. B is integrally closed.

4. Extensions. Let F and F, with FQF, be partly ordered with

positive cones P and P'. If P'C\F = P, we shall say that the partial

order of F has been extended to F', or that the partial order of F'

preserves that of F. First we consider simple algebraic extensions. Let

F be primitive, 6 a root of the monic irreducible polynomial f(x)

= y.Ln f.x'. (»> 1) with coefficients in B, and suppose that / is not

the null ideal in F. In F = F(6) define P' as the set of all elements

23?=o &&* f°r which aoGP, and ai/a0(E.J for i= 1, 2, • • • , n — 1. We
wish to show that P' is a positive cone.

Lemma 1. If ai/a0^.Jfor i = \, 2, 3 then (ai+a2)/(a3+ao)G/.

Proof. Note that l+a3/a0 is a unit in B. Hence (ai+a2)/(a3+a0)

= (ai/a0+a2/ao)/(í+ai/a¡)) belongs to J.

Since f(x) is monic, all powers of 6 have representations with

coefficients in B of the form: 0*= 23"-o bfd*.

Lemma 2. P' contains every element of the form y— 23™ o aS*, where

aoGP, ai/auGJfor » = 1, 2, • • • , m.

Proof. y=23"-o (a.+ 23ítU aubf^B1. It follows from Lemma 1
that y belongs to P'.

Corollary. P' is closed under addition and multiplication.
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Let 0i, ■ • ■ , 0„=0 be the conjugates of 0, o* and oí be the kx\\

elementary symmetric functions of 0i, • • • , 0„, and 0i, • • • , 0n-i, re-

spectively. From the formulas a{ =ffi—6, • • • , <r£ =o*— 0Ot_i,

k = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n — 1, we see that any symmetric polynomial (with inte-

gral coefficients) in 0X, • • • , 0n_i or in 0i, • • • , 0n belongs to B[0],

the ring of all elements of the form 2^i"-o c^i with a'l c< m -S- For

symmetric polynomials in 0i, ■ ■ • , 0n_i we write

(i) EÄ---i?-2«FV,

with the c's belonging to 5.

Let y = ä(0) = 2"-o W* be an arbitrary element of P'. The recipro-

cal of y is l/y = h(6i) ■ • ■ h(dn-i)/(h(di) ■ ■ • h(d„)), where the numer-
ator has the form

äT+EC1"^   2    hh-..hikZo7---en.

Substituting for the symmetric polynomials from (1), the coefficient

of dm, for m = 1, is seen to be a sum of terms of the form

n-l-A: (m)

while the constant term is A{¡-1 plus a sum of terms of the same form.

By direct calculation we see that the quotient of each such term by

hl~l belongs to J. Hence by Lemmas 1 and 2, the numerator

h(0i) ■ • ■ h(6n-i) belongs to P'. In the same way it is shown that

the denominator belongs to P, so that 1/y belongs to P'. This proves

the following:

Lemma 3. P' is a positive cone in F'.

The following theorem is now easily proved :

Theorem 4.1. The partial order of F may be extended to F' = F(6)

by the positive cone P' and this extension preserves primitivity and strong

primitivity. If J is a prime ideal, so is J'. (J is assumed to be non-

null).

Now let F be an arbitrary primitive partly ordered field and let

F(x) be a transcendental extension. Let f(x) be any irreducible poly-

nomial over F and 0 a root. If the partial order of F can be extended

to F(8) by the positive cone P>, then it can be extended to F(x) as

follows: For arbitrary g(x) EF(x) write g(x) = [/(x) ]'a(x)/b(x), where
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a(x) and ¿>(x) are prime to/(x); define P' by: g(x)GP' if and only if

o(0)/ô(0)GP»- P' defines a strongly primitive partial order in

F' = F(x) in every case. For the arbitrary element

«(*) = U(x)]'a(x)/b(x)

is exceeded by the positive element [/(x)]e_1. In particular, f(x)

can be chosen to be a linear polynomial x — 6, so that F(0) =F; then

P', as defined above, gives a strongly primitive extension to F(x).

Theorem 4.2. The partial order of F can always be extended to F(x)

so that F(x) is strongly primitive.

For an arbitrary extension G of F, Zorn's lemma may be applied

easily to prove the following:

Theorem 4.3. A partial order of F by which J is not the null ideal

can be extended to any comprehending field G over F so as to preserve

primitivity, strong primitivity, and the property that J is a prime ideal.

Given a field F with a transcendental (over the rational field K)

element x, K(x) can be ordered so that J^(0); by the theorem, any

such partial ordering can be extended to F.

Corollary. If F has any transcendental (over K) elements then F has

a strongly primitive partial order by which J is a prime ideal in B.

Finally we shall consider pure transcendental extensions of (AC)

fields. Let F be primitive and (AC). The fact that P contains all the

squares in F implies that F is strongly primitive. For if b is any ele-

ment of F, b2 + l is a positive element greater than b, since è2 + l — b

is a sum of squares. It follows that F satisfies the condition (AC) :

nx+b>0for n = 1, 2, • • • , implies x^O; in fact, the conditions (AC)

and (AC) are equivalent for primitive fields.

Let F' = F(x) be a simple transcendental extension of F and for

each a in F, let Pa be the set of all functions (x — a)'f(x)/g(x) (with

f(x) and g(x) prime to x—a) such that/(a)/g(a)>0. It was noted in

the proof of Theorem 4.2 that Pa is a positive cone in F' with Paf\F

= P, but Pa cannot give an (AC) partial order in F. Let P' = C\a^F Pa-

Theorem 4.4. P' defines a primitive (A C) partial order of F' = F(x)

which preserves the partial order of F.

Proof. It is convenient to consider the polynomial ring F[x] and

the set P* = F[x]C\P'. It is clear that P* is closed under addition,

multiplication and cancellation (i.e., if / and fg belong to P* then

gGP*)i and that P* contains all squares in F[x]. In addition, P*
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satisfies (AC): If nf(x)+g(x)EP* for » = 1, 2, • • • , where f(x)^0
and/(x) and g(x) belong to F[x], then f(x) EP*, as we now show.

Suppose nf(x)+g(x)EP* for ra = l, 2, • • • , and assume that/(x)

is neither zero nor in P*. For every element b of F, we have/(Z>) ^0.

For if f(b) 5^0, then, since nf(x)-\-g(x)EPb, we have nf(b)+g(b)EP

for «=«0, «o + l, • • • • Hence f(b) is positive. Since/(x) is not in P*

there is an element a in F, with/(x) = (x — a)eg(x), and g(a) neither

positive nor zero. There consequently exists an ordering S oí F whose

positive cone contains P, according to which g(a) is less than a nega-

tive rational.

Consider the Taylor's (finite) series

g(a + h) = g(a) + hgW(a) + Ä2g<2>(a)/2 + ■■■ .

If S is archimedean the coefficients g(i)(a) are bounded so that h>0

can be chosen small enough that g(a-\-h) is negative by 5. If 5 is not

archimedean, then for every infinitesimal (by S) element y, g(a+h)

is negative by S, where A = y2/(1 + Z^(g(i)(a))2)- In either case there

is an infinite set of positive values of h such that g(a-\-h) is negative

according to 5 and hence f(a-\-h) =heg(a+h) is negative by S. For

these values of h, f(a+h) is accordingly not positive in F. But for

every h for which f(a-h&^O, we just saw that f(a+h) is positive.

Thus/(x), having infinitely many roots, is zero, in contradiction to

our assumption. This establishes (AC).

Now P' is simply the set of all/(x)/g(x) such that/(x)g(x) belongs

to P*. It is now easy to verify that P' is (AC), primitive, and that

P'C\F = P.
Finally, let G be an arbitrary pure transcendental extension of F,

by independent indeterminates xa, a£3l. The positive cone P' of the

preceding theorem consists of all functions/(x) such that/(a) ^0 for

every a in F for which/(a) is defined. In order to extend the partial

order oí F to G we take P to be the set of all functions f(xav ■ • ■ , x0J

(n is arbitrary) such that/(ai, • • • , an)^0 for all ai, ■ ■ ■ , an in F

for which the function is defined. That this defines a primitive (AC)

partial order in G now follows from Theorem 4.4 by finite induction.

Thus we have :

Theorem 4.5. The primitive (A C) partial order of F may be extended

to an arbitrary pure transcendental extension G of F, so that G is also

primitive and (AC).
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